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Reignite Growth  
with New Business 
Models
New business models uncover the value  
of opportunity in risk. They open up growth 
on new digital playing fields. But converting 
disruptive ideas into practical profits 
requires a shift from products to services 
and experiences. The IDC e-book Digital 
Monetization Models Accelerating Digital 
Value Creation Through Business Model 
Transformation finds the right technology 
fuels the fire of transformation.    

Organizations are reformatting business models 
and following the trail wherever it may lead  
to survive and grow:  

What role does technology play?
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Start small by learning the new digital business model language, 
then think big about future-proofing your organization and 
optimizing digital revenue streams. But always remember, your 
journey is more important than your starting point. 

Find out who is already taking incremental steps with their 
products in our Innovative Business Models – Expert Series for 
Business Professionals. www.sap.com/brim-series.

How are organizations monetizing 
new business models? 

Turn challenges Into opportunities 

Existing business model 
or market at risk 

Expansion within same 
or new market 

What does your transformation look like?

What’s your first step?

As more customers with higher expectations enter your digital 
ecosystem, tech monitors them, advises you, and ensures  
their experiences are seamless. 

Multinational manufacturer and electricity distributor Enel’s 
mobile app offered customers tiered rates based on 
consumption and a choice of 3 unbilled hours during the day. 
After 1 year, 300,000 customers adopted these smart offers.* 

Zalando, a German e-commerce multinational, sells fashion 
items. Behind the scenes of their digital storefront, partners 
deploy highly automated logistical and financial processes. 
Revenue streams remain visible thanks to a continuous data 
exchange even as more than 50 million articles are managed 
through their logistic process.* 

As the world and global economies are becoming 
increasingly disruptive and dynamic, business models are 

being rewritten. A significant advantage and accelerated  
growth await organizations shifting to reignition now.*

Business model: how a  
successful organization creates, 
delivers, and captures value

Digital  
transformation

Service and Experiences

Traditional product 
and turning it into a 

service

Digital native 
looking to enhance 

experiences

New Assets such as data monetization, 
IP monetization, and virtual objects* 

New Channels namely e-commerce,  
mobile, and new distribution models*

New Ways including transaction based  
fees, subscriptions, pay per use, dynamic 
pricing, and outcome based formulas*
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